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Abstract — Different types of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) have evolved and there is a steady ongoing progression of different concepts. During the last 10-15 years Learning Management Systems have dominated. Learning Management Systems are often presented as the solution for a range of educational needs. This paper presents a study of a mashup approach to the VLE using web widgets. A prototype was developed and discussed, covering technological aspects such as modularity, integration and adaptability as well as some pedagogical aspects, such as pedagogical flexibility and technological responsiveness. An alternative modular approach to the implementation of VLEs is suggested based on recent developments within web technology, stressing the use of standards and simplicity in order to address common problems of complexity and inflexibility resulting in poor conformance to pedagogical requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Different types of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) have evolved over the years and there is a steady ongoing change and progression of different ideas and concepts for the VLE. During the last 10-15 years much has revolved around concepts Learning Platforms, such as Learning Management Systems (LMS). These systems are often presented as a common solution for a range of educational needs – much like a “Business System” for learning and education. However, the LMS have been criticized for being too inflexible and hard to adapt to different pedagogical contexts and needs (see, e.g., [1], [2] and [3]). The LMS are also criticized for having too much focus on the administrative aspects of learning with little support for pedagogical activities and pedagogical processes. Hence, having a strong focus on Learning Management rather than on actual learning and pedagogical activities per se - as the name actually suggests. From a system perspective LMS are commonly criticized for being designed and implemented in a silo-like fashion, contributing to lock-in effects of information and processes - very similar to the critique that is often heard about business systems in general. There is also a built-in conflict between the development and implementation of systems like LMS on the one hand and the development of social software and Web 2.0 on the other hand. While many LMS that are currently in use try to create a well-defined kind of “shielded community” for learning, web 2.0 is associated with open communities, global social interaction and open information services that can be used as building blocks for new services - such as for a Personal Learning Environment (PLE). However, observe that the notion of services for Web 2.0 refer to services that targets users and are not equivalent to services as in Service Oriented Architectures (SOA), which is to be regarded as a software design paradigm [4]. While the technology platform underlying Web 2.0 services may very well be a SOA platform, there is an unfortunate mix-up of those two rather different notions of services when discussing Web 2.0.

In order for services to be used as building blocks in such compositions (i.e., a mashup) the building blocks need to be well defined and with well-defined interfaces. Many web 2.0 services use proprietary interfaces such as the Twitter API, the Facebook API or APIs from Google and/or they use lightweight interfaces and protocols, such as RSS or Atom. This works well in many cases, but in order to build more sophisticated services and service compositions there is a need for more sophisticated interfaces and concepts for interaction [1]. This can obviously be accomplished by using advanced proprietary APIs, as illustrated in [5], but from a wider perspective, common open standards are preferable. This is also one of the issues the study discussed in this paper is set out to examine. The next section describes the state of the art, followed by a brief discussion of some central concepts and ideas related to some previous work, followed by a description of the presented study and the experimental implementation of a Mashed-up PLE. Finally the results of the study are discussed in the light of the ongoing progress and previous research in the field.

A. State of the art

While LMS-like system are typically implemented by most educational institutions, the movement within the teaching community as well in the research community is towards adaptive and responsive learning environments, similar to PLEs, see e.g., [3] [6] [7] [15] [28]. However, while pedagogical concepts like responsive learning environments are attractive, the technology currently in use doesn’t support it very well. At the same time, education needs specialized services for dealing with pedagogical requirements, such as Personal Development Plans (PDP), digital portfolio, services for discovery and integration of digital learning resources, and so forth, which are resulting in several good and useful tools for learning, but they are not well integrated with the rest of the VLE [1] [19] [28]. These and similar issues are often addressed through different approaches to system integration, such as using proprietary APIs or more general integration by Web Service technology [1] [4] [5] [14].
However, such approaches to building the Learning Infrastructure has turned out to be problematic for several reasons. Firstly, it becomes expensive to integrate “per system”, using proprietary APIs. API integration also makes the systems hard coupled, which supresses flexibility [1][10]. Secondly, using (commonly SOAP-based) Web Service technology tend to become very complex as well as expensive, adding an cost, as well as technical, overhead [1][10][13], which is also illustrated in the VWE case discussed in section B. And thirdly, by mixing a monolithic concept, like the LMS with a modular service based approach some of the technical flexibility needed for dealing with some of the pedagogical requirements is lost [1][3][6]. In recent years there has been a general development on the Internet towards modularity and an alternative kind of loosely couple services driven by less complex and more web friendly service integration, such as using RESTful APIs [21] and lightweight APIs and protocols, such RSS and Atom combined with widget and mashup technologies [16][17][20], which are described in detail in section C. This development stands out as exceedingly suitable for the next generation of learning environments, fulfilling the flexibility requirements for personal and responsive learning environments by providing a standardized framework for modularity and loose integration on the web that is now being studies by the research community in general and in an education context [25][28][30][31].

B. The Personal Learning Environment

Simply put, a PLE can be described as a learning environment where the learner is in focus as well as in control of the learning environment. However, the main objective of the PLE is to put the learner in control of his own learning rather than in control of the learning environment, even though these two are obviously related. Learning is regarded as a constant, ongoing process, as is the evolvement and change of the learning environment. The learning environment needs to be responsive and adapted to different contexts, needs and pedagogical requirements. These are qualities that are commonly emphasized, such as in [1], [3], [6] and [7], to give just a few examples. One of the ideas that are often emphasized in relation to PLEs is that personal “tools”, such as blogs, twitter, etc., that are personal and used in other contexts can also be used as components of the PLE.

1) The Virtual Workspace Environment

The concept of a PLE is very similar (if not identical) to the idea underlying the Virtual Workspace Environment (VWE) that was first outlined in 1998, described in [2], even though the means to accomplish it were different. Simply put the VWE can be described as a component based VLE where users (i.e., teachers and students) can construct personal or shared learning spaces using a web browser.

In recent studies [1][5], it was shown that using modular approaches for the design and implementation of learning environments can address some of the LMS related issues, that were described in the previous section. A common modular taxonomy (The VWE Learning Object Taxonomy) for use with both VLEs and Digital Learning Resources (DLR) was presented in [2]. The taxonomy was compatible with the widely referenced Learning Object Taxonomy by Wiley [8] and demonstrated how the VLE and DLR could be implemented using a common modular, conceptual and architectural model that allowed for a common composition of both the VLE and learning content. Altogether this work resulted in two prototypes for composing and assembling modular VLEs; called the Virtual Workspace Environment (VWE). The VWE was presented in [9], where the two different implementation approaches were compared. One using a JAVA RMI based approach and the other using a Web Service (SOAP) based approach. Both prototypes made it possible for teachers and/or learners to compose shared or personal learning environments by picking and choosing from a set of functional (software) components (called VWE tools). The VWE tools acted as building blocks providing the functionality for the learning environment. The ideas underlying the VWE were to a great extent inspired by the development of component-based software, as well as the fundamentals of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA), described in, e.g., [4][10][11][12].

A “proof of concept” was established, and by developing the prototypes using two different implementation approaches it was possible to isolate a couple of issues resulting from the taxonomy versus the model and the implementation approaches [9]. One of the problems that were identified was that, even though the use of standards was extensive (such as standards for Web Services, communication protocols etc.), the prototypes (and thereby the modular approach) only worked within the isolated context of the prototype environments and could not be generalized without new standards. This problem was mainly caused by a lack of standards supporting modularity for the creation of Rich Internet Applications (RIA) (see, e.g., [13]). In recent years, things have changed and standards have evolved and matured. Among the most interesting directions, from a modularity and RIA perspective, is the idea of Web Widgets and Mashups, see, e.g., [14][15][16][17]. The study presented in this paper starts out from the hypothesis that widget technology and widget mashups have the potential of overcoming many of the problems encountered during the VWE project [9], while still providing full support for the underlying ideas of modularity and the shift of central functionality and software from the desktop to the web, allowing for collaboration and social interaction with typical desktop functionality in ways that are only possible on the web. Furthermore, the creation of mashup learning environments can be adapted to different pedagogical scenarios and approaches in a dynamic and transparent way. Such transfer of functionality with its built-in potential has already been proven by services like Google Apps and other similar (web/cloud) services, see, e.g., [18] and [19]. However, the kind of rich functionality that is provided by such services needs to be put into context as an integrated part of the learning environment. Mashup Learning Environments (MUPPLE) are a step in this direction and it is also where the study presented in this paper and the WiMUPPLE project come in to play.

In retrospect, it can be said that the PLE concept is more Web 2.0 friendly and as such more flexible in terms of interpretation and implementation - with reference to choice and use (as well as “misuse”) of technology, whereas the VWE concept provides a more explicit
architecture model for the technology platform in relation to modularity and composition of mashup environments [9]. However, those features have also made VWE proprietary as only components that follow the VWE conceptual model and architecture can be used as building blocks. As a result, the VWE has also become too complex and dependent on VWE services and APIs as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The figure shows an overview of the VWE architecture, the VWE Kernel and the VWE services used by tools to interact with the workspace.

In order for a component to work in the context of a VWE workspace, it needed to implement the VWE Service APIs, and all interactions with the workspace and other tools were via those server-side services. These were dependencies that severely limited the flexibility and usefulness of VWE from a Web 2.0 point of view.

For those reasons, one of the objectives of the WiMUPPLE project is to illustrate a third implementation strategy that addresses those problems and that makes the learning environment more generic, which is likely to be a characteristic needed in order for the concept of MUPPLEs to gain wider acceptance.

C. Mashups and Widgets

There are several (but similar) definitions of a mashup. A mashup is commonly defined as being a combination of different services on the web in a way that create a new composite application (or service) with added value. A widget-based mashup obviously uses widget technology and is currently typically constructed using a mashup environment such as Netwibes, iGoogle or our WiMUPPLE-environment [20]. A mashup can also be created by very simple means, using simple web tools that allow users to combine services on the web by matching and mixing information using lightweight interfaces such as RSS or Atom. However, in such cases it is mainly about mashing up information and not about mashing up functionality and services in a way that goes beyond the delivery and consumption of information. However, information mashups can be valuable in many cases, as part of a PLE.

Even so, if you are a developer or an experienced user you might want to use one of the more sophisticated approaches that are available for the development of web-based applications, or RIA as it is sometimes referred to.

The widget landscape is somewhat complex and can be roughly divided into three main categories: widgets for cellular phones (such as widgets for Android phones), desktop widgets (such as the widgets in OS X or gadgets in Windows) and finally web widgets, which are basically widgets that are distributed in the web browser [20]. The widgets referred to in this paper are solely web widgets. Even though these are three rather distinct categories there are several important similarities. One of the most significant similarities is that their implementations are based on web technology (or at least technologies that are commonly used on the web), such as html, JavaScript and XML (and AJAX). This is also an important property for sharing and reusing information and functionality since web technology relies on well-established standards. Besides the commonly used web standards there are widget-specific standards as well. However, widget standards are still rather untested and/or under development and there is still some way to go before it is possible to say that there are well established standards for widgets in the same sense as for the web. This means that there is always a trade off between the use of standards and proprietary widget technology when developing widgets that need sophisticated functionality.

The remainder of this paper presents and discusses a study that illustrates how widget technology can be applied to a modular concept, like the one previously described [2] and how a modular and web based learning environment can be implemented and assembled “on the fly” by learners and/or teachers. Both PLEs and LMS-like learning environments can be constructed in similar ways depending on the type of widgets, and supporting backend systems that are available. The same underlying SOA based server-side architecture that was used in the VWE project could in fact be used to support a client implementation using widgets, even though a REST based architectural model is preferred in order to avoid some of the complexity and limitations of the previous prototypes that were discussed above and in [9][21]. A RESTful approach also contributes to making integration with third...
party services easier and generally less complex and is more "web friendly", even though not all problems can be solved in a RESTful way.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the research presented in this paper is to explore how widget-based mashups can be used as a basis for constructing a PLE or Mashup Personal Learning Environments (MUPPLE) as PLEs are referred to when implemented as mashups. The mashup approach can be compared to the two approaches used in the VWE project that was briefly described above.

In addition, the widget based MUPPLE approach is applied to a similar modular concept that was presented by Paulsson and Berglund in [9], where it was illustrated how the modular concept of Learning Objects can be extended to also become a modular concept for the whole VLE (i.e., a PLE or an LMS) by adding some basic software architectural rules and principles that conjures a number of essential properties to the otherwise content centred concept of Learning Objects, see [22][2][1].

Another objective is to illustrate that the concept of a modular framework, such as the VWE Learning Object Taxonomy, can be applied using more Web 2.0 friendly and generic approaches. Therefore the work presented in this paper will be discussed and compared to the work presented in [2], where the VWE Learning Object Taxonomy was introduced and in [1][9], where the two VWE prototypes were discussed (also discussed above) in relation to pedagogical requirements and learning theories.

III. METHODOLOGY

Besides surveying the literature in the field, this study is based on an experimental approach where a prototype was developed and tested. It should be emphasized that even though this study addresses issues and requirements that emanate from a pedagogical standpoint, i.e., creating conditions for pedagogical adaptability and responsiveness in technology, the objective is not to evaluate the pedagogical implications at this point. The purpose is instead, which is also discussed above, to evaluate how the concept of a more generic and web friendly approach, using widgets and mashups, can be utilized from a technological standpoint to build MUPPLE, in comparison to earlier less generic implementations, such as the VWE. And furthermore - how to do this by applying existing concepts. However, in the discussion section of the paper the results are also discussed in relation to some pedagogical issues and implications based on experience from other studies, in order to better illustrate how modularity, technology implementations and pedagogical issues are linked.

1) Technology settings

An important starting point was to avoid developing everything from scratch. There are a multitude of ongoing development and project addressing widgets and mashups and whenever it has been possible existing work has been used.

The prototype architecture follows common design paradigms and patterns, illustrated by Figure 2, which also illustrates how widgets are handled on the client using a widget container that renders the widgets. The inner working of the widget container is illustrated in Figure 3 and described in more detail below. Even though Figure 2 illustrates a schematic architecture using a web browser as the client, the client could in fact be any other widget platform, such as a handheld device or dashboard widget. The widgets used for the purpose of the prototype are described from the point of view of being used in the context of a VLE, but in theory most of the widgets could be used in other contexts as well as they are often generic functional components that have been contextualized by the mashup and the pedagogical context.

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [23] is used for communication and data interchange between widgets and servers. As illustrated by Figure 2 and Figure 3, widgets that run on the WiMUPPLE platform can interact with a widget server, a widget engine or any other external server using JASON (or JSONP for managing cross domain interaction). This creates a flexibility that goes beyond the "local" ICT infrastructure and makes it possible for widgets to potentially interact with any servers that are of interest, acting as lightweight clients for other systems that may be relevant in the context of a learning environment. This differs from the previous VWE implementations in that it provides a transparent and generic infrastructure rather than a proprietary and platform dependent API.

This creates flexibility in terms of making the learning environment adaptable to different and changing requirements. Furthermore, it makes the learning environment independent of a specific LMS vendor to implement certain functionality. It has proven to be quite straightforward to develop simple widgets that can act as clients to different legacy (as well as to other) systems.

Flexibility, in terms of being adaptable and distributed, is an essential property of a modular environment since it allows for the learning environment to be distributed (service-wise) over the Internet and at the same time it makes it possible to personalize and adapt the learning environment at the service level for group preferences as well as for personal preferences. It also creates the characteristics needed for responsive VLEs. These are important differences compared to the concept of an LMS, which has a centralized approach with clear system borders limiting the ability to interact with the surrounding world to the interactions that are countered by the LMS vendor or (in some cases) plug-ins and suchlike developed by third-parties. This also means that the functionality is limited to what is supported by the LMS, while functionality can be added and removed dynamically in the mashup PLE.

B. The Widget Container

The client hosts the widgets within the widget container (see Figure 2), which is loaded into the browser and rendered. Each widget has the possibility to communicate and interact with external servers as well as "internal" widget specific servers that are specifically developed to serve the widget. The widget container can actually be compared to the "kernel" in the VWE implementation. However, the kernel was implemented as a Java Applet, while the widget container relies on the JavaScript capabilities of the web browser and the standards associated with widgets and is therefore a more generic solution. Figure 1 illustrates the VWE kernel implementation, while Figure 2 illustrates the role of the Widget Container.
Technically, the widgets used by the system consist of JavaScript that is loaded into the widget container where they are rendered and executed. The Widget Server keeps track of what widgets are available and the Widget Container communicates with the Widget Server using JSONP and the predefined RESTful API. Thanks to the Widget Container, it is possible to move the widgets around in the browser’s workspace. Hence, the Widget Container also serves as the “glue” that holds the browser representation of the learning environment together and creates the feeling of an integrated environment in the same sense as the LMS. There is however an essential difference in the philosophy and approach underlying the integration. While the LMS relies on a strong, silo-like strategy for integration, the MUPPLE relies on loose integration of freestanding services and components.

C. The Widget Server and the Widgets

As previously mentioned, widgets are basically JavaScript uploaded to the Widget Container via the Widget Server. Besides the communication with the Widget Server, widgets can communicate with other external servers using JSONP. In the case of WiMUPPLE a choice was made to use Yahoo Querying Language (YQL) [24] for the implementation of the widget server in order to avoid unnecessary in-house development. However, it is fully possible to use other approaches as well, such as Google or other servers that are widget specific, with similar results. This is actually not a big issue and is illustrated by Figure 2. Besides YQL, the WiMUPPLE Widget Server was built using the Python-based Django framework and a traditional MVC pattern.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental implementation and the resulting prototype show that it is quite possible to implement a modular VLE using widgets and mashup technology. Or in the WiMUPPLE case, a framework for composing and administrating mashup learning environments in a way that can be managed by teachers and students (shown by Figure 4) and in which functionality can easily be added and removed. With the right set of widgets, a complete LMS could theoretically be built using the WiMUPPLE, even though an LMS is probably not what is wanted or needed.

The WiMUPPLE implementation makes it quite clear that it is less complex using a widget approach compared to the Java RMI and/or SOAP approaches used in the VWE-project [5]. However, the widget mashup approach is in general less powerful in terms of building sophisticated functionality. One of the main issues in this respect is the internal communication, i.e., inter-widgets communication. In an LMS everything is closely integrated, which is also what causes the main problem with the LMS concept, but at the same time it is a strength in terms of inter-system communication. All parts within the system can easily be made aware of all other parts in the system. In a mashup everything is loosely coupled and different widgets are normally completely self-standing and self-contained and not “aware” of the context in which they are used. This makes it harder to maintain the feeling of a well-integrated learning environment. The VWE implementation had similar problems that were solved by implementing a “Message Service” (see Figure 1) that managed the interaction between components and different parts of the learning environment, including other components (tools). The drawback with this solution, besides being proprietary, was that all the components became dependent on a common server side infrastructure in order to function in the context of an integrated learning environment. When working with widget-based mashups such solutions become a problem, as we want to be able to use any kind of widgets that follow the widget standards, i.e., not depending on a common server side infrastructure. An alternative solution would therefore be to make the widgets aware of each other within the web browser and allow widgets to interact and communicate with each other directly. This is technically possible and Sire et al. have described an example of such interaction in [25], where they discuss the implementation of drag and drop between widgets in the browser. There is currently no standardized or obvious way of implementing direct widget interaction and it will demand some tweaking to work. However, this is one of the issues that are likely to be solved by html5.

There has been some tweaking in order to get everything to work as expected, which was mainly caused by the immature nature of the widget technology concept compared to the maturity of Java RMI and SOAP. However, it is highly likely that the adoption of html5 will solve many of the problems and issues encountered here as well.
The fact that the principle of modular VLEs is realistic was shown in [1][9] it was discussed how modularity contributes to creating important pedagogical advantages related to flexibility and adaptability, which are qualities needed to create learning environments that are responsive and adaptive to users needs and to changing pedagogical requirements. The WiMUPPLE add to those characteristics by using generic and web friendly technology that open up for a much wider range of components to choose from.

Furthermore, modular learning environments are better adapted to suit different learning theories and pedagogical approaches as well as to changing pedagogical scenarios. Such features are beneficial, even essential, in many learning scenarios, especially when working with pedagogical methods and approaches like Learning, where it is hard (if not impossible) to foresee the learning path from start to finish beforehand – and thereby also to foresee the needs of the learning environment. These are also the main reasons why it is important to continue the research and development of modular concepts for VLEs - like the WiMUPPLE. Taken as a whole, the project also illustrates potential business cases where market competition is opened up for smaller actors to compete with LMS vendors by providing small and specialized components acting as building blocks in a mashup learning environment.

It has already been shown that modular learning environments hold an interesting pedagogical potential. In [1], it was illustrated that there is a correlation between modular environments and adaptability and responsiveness and that such features create pedagogical flexibility. The experimental study presented in this article shows that, not only is it possible to build modular learning environments, but it can be done using web based standard technology that bears the potential of almost endless flexibility in terms of access to functional components – in this case widgets. In the long run, this means that generic components (i.e., widgets) can be integrated as a part of a modular VLE without the need of adding learning specific code or support for certain APIs, even though such APIs may be beneficial in many cases, something that is discussed below. Even though the experiments showed that this can be technically accomplished (even if the technology is still somewhat immature) there is still a need for a better “glue” to tie mashup learning environments together and to create pedagogical context.

A. 3.2 Future work and developments

There are some very intriguing progresses around the corner that are likely to benefit the development of mashup learning environments. On the one hand there is the general development, such as the gradual evolvement of html5 and standards for widgets and mashups. On the other hand there are developments within the field of learning technology standards that, at least on paper, look very promising from a modular learning environment perspective. Among the most interesting developments are the new specifications from IMS: IMS Common Cartridge (IMS CC) [26] and especially the IMS Learning Tools Interoperability (IMS LTI) [27]. We are currently in the process of examining whether IMS CC can be used as a packaging format for our widget-based MUPPLE and furthermore, if IMS LTI can be used as a standard for widget communication and interactions within a widget-based VLE. Severance et al. have already described some experiments in [28] where IMS LTI was tested in a mashup environment and the results seem promising and could be taken even further in the WiMUPPLE environment.

Another direction, that has already started, is the integration of the Spider and the WiMUPPLE environment. The Spider is a national search service for digital learning resources that connects a number of repositories, using either metadata harvesting or search federation, in a way that makes it possible to search for learning resources from several sources from a single point [29]. The idea is to use the Spider to search for Widgets and learning content that can be included in a mashup learning environment and then use IMS CC to package them into a “package” that, when unwrapped, constitutes a mashup learning environment. In conjunction to this it seems reasonable to start discussing digital learning resources from a broader perspective – not just being about learning content, but also functional components, such as widgets. In parallel with the developments described in the previous section, another project will start where some pedagogical experiments will be carried out using the WiMUPPLE environment, where the idea of mashup learning environments will be tested in real pedagogical situations with students and teachers.
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